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Second generation DNA-encoded dynamic
combinatorial chemical libraries†
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We present a DNA-encoded chemical library, which allows dynamic

selection followed by ligation of the encoding strands. As a chemical

approach to mimic the genetic recombination process of adaptive

immunity, the technology led to an enhanced enrichment factor and

signal-to-noise ratio compared to static libraries.

As the number and complexity of drug targets increase, we
increasingly look for novel technologies to discover quality hits
across the chemical space.1–3 In the 1980s, hybridoma technology4

and phage display technology5 were popular for their abilities to
present massive numbers of different antibody molecules for drug
discovery.6 Until recently, however, chemical libraries were
orders of magnitude smaller, largely due to the time and
logistical requirements of synthesis and high-throughput screening
methodologies.7 One way to fill this gap is by using the DNA-
Encoded Chemical Library (DECL) technology, a powerful tool
for rapidly selecting binders from millions to billions of diverse,
combinatorially-generated organic molecules.8–11 The power of
DECL largely relies on the combinatorial synthesis and selection
process, which can to some degree mimic the combinatorial
mechanism of biology.

Over the last two decades, many advances in DECL aim to
mimic the genetic mechanisms of immunity and evolution,
including combinatorial assembly,12–14 dynamic recombination,15,16

and adaption.17 One seminal work was the development of Encoded
Self-Assembling Combinatorial (ESAC) libraries.13 In such a system,
complementary DNA strands are employed to simultaneously
present two spatially constrained potential drug fragments to
the target, an elegant method to increase the chemical space in
de novo drug discovery,18 or to design a biased library based on
a known binder.19 Moreover, the ESAC technology reduces the

need for split-and-pool synthesis, allowing HPLC purification and
quality control for sub-library members.13 However, the strength of
ESAC libraries is limited by the fact that the identities of fragments
are revealed, but not the pairing information between them. One
elegant solution to this problem has been recently presented by
using a Klenow fill-in to transfer one code to the other.18

The chemical analogue of dynamic recombination has been
realized in the DNA-encoded dynamic combinatorial chemical
library (EDCCL).15 As a variation of a dynamic chemical library,20

EDCCL was designed as intrinsically unstable DNA duplexes, in
order to combat the problem of low signal-to-noise ratios and
high incidences of false positives associated with most of the
large libraries.21,22 In the absence of a target protein binding,
randomly paired encoded chemical moieties undergo constant
reshuffling in solution. Upon binding to the target, the specific
pairs can be stabilized. Over time, the process drives thermo-
dynamic equilibrium to the formation of potent fragment pairs,
resulting in fewer but more reliable hits. Herein we present a
Y-shaped DNA architecture for the EDCCL (Y-EDCCL) design.
This geometry allows the dynamic enrichment of potent binding
pairs and subsequent ligation to recode the relationships
between fragments. Upon allowing both code joining and
dynamic features, it would lead to a further step to mimic
immunity to generate and evolve small-molecule binders.

Y-EDCCL consists of four DNA strands (Fig. 1). Strands A
and B are assembled to form the sub-library Y-5. Strand A is
linked to a small molecule on its 50 end. Strand B is comple-
mentary and stably annealed to strand A, on and around the
coding region. Strand A has a 50 overhang of 11 or 13 nucleotides.
Similarly, Strands C and D make up the sub-library Y-3 (Fig. 1).
Strand C is linked to a small molecule on its 30 end. Strand D is
complementary and stably annealed to Strand C, on and
around the coding region. Y-3 has two overhangs, a 30 overhang
of 6 nucleotides on strand C and a 50-phosphorylated overhang
of 5 or 7 nucleotides on strand D, both complementary to a
part of the overhang on strand A.

The dynamic hybridization domain between Y-5 and Y-3
consists of 11 or 13 bp: 6 bp between strands A and C, and 5 or
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7 bp between strands A and D. A linear 11 or 13 bp duplex would be
stable at room temperature while the Y-shaped construct has a
different melting behavior.23 Linear DNA melting is initiated at the
extremities, and in the Y-shaped construct the DNA can also melt
from the junctions, destabilizing the construct and reducing
the melting temperature. The dynamics of the Y-shaped construct
can be tuned by varying the length of dynamic domains. The two
sub-libraries assemble in situ to form small-molecule pairs (Fig. 1).
The design of the dynamic library results in fragment pairs that are
constantly and randomly reshuffling in solution, but stabilized
upon specific and bidentate binding to the protein target. After
selection, strands B and D of the binding pairs, now in close
proximity, can be ligated to allow a readout of the binding pair
combination. It is important to note that the ligation step provides
an additional selection mechanism, through which only the bound
molecules in pairs will produce full-length DNA, thus further
reducing the background noise caused by single fragment binding
(Fig. 1).

In a first selection experiment, streptavidin was used as the
target protein (Fig. 2). This homotetrameric protein presents
four binding sites,24 making it useful for proof-of-principle
experiments to test fragment-based chemical libraries.25 As
the most well-known streptavidin binder, biotin has an affinity
significantly stronger than any protein–drug interaction,24 there-
fore we instead employed biotin derivative 2-iminobiotin, with
binding affinity in a range relevant for fragment-based drug
discovery.26 A single iminobiotin molecule has affinity in the mM
range, whereas two tethered iminobiotins show affinity in the
high nM range.25

Y-5 and Y-3 sub-libraries with a 5 + 6 dynamic configuration
were prepared, either modified with 2-iminobiotin (Y-5-I and
Y-3-I) or left unmodified (Y-5-N and Y-3-N) (Fig S9 and S12a, ESI†).
A 100 000-member dummy library was prepared via mixing the Y-5
sub-library (1 equivalent of Y-5-I and 320 equivalents of Y-5-N)
with the Y-3 sub-library (1 equivalent of Y-3-I and 320 equivalents
of Y-3-N). Y-5-I, Y-5-N, Y-3-I, and Y-3-N all carry distinct codes.
The fragments and the ligated products can be amplified using
different PCR primers (Fig. S15, ESI†). In this experiment, 1 eq.
corresponds to 200 fmol in 200 mL (1 nM). As a control, the
100 000-member library was also prepared in a static, non-
reshuffling format (ESI† 4.1). The experimental workflow con-
sisted of incubating streptavidin beads with the library, washing
off non-binding members, enzymatically ligating strands B and

D, eluting the binders, and then analysing the product via the
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) (Fig. S13, ESI†).
The amounts of each DNA could be quantified by comparing qPCR
data with the calibrated DNA concentration curves (Fig. S16,
ESI†).27 As expected, the dual-iminobiotin pair was the most
enriched (Fig. 2a). It is more interesting, however, to view these
results in comparison to selection with the non-dynamic con-
structs (Fig. 2b). Considering a random pairing process, it is
simple to calculate the theoretical maximum amount (Qmax) of
a fragment pair selected from a static library. Thus, the utility of a
dynamic library can be evaluated by comparing either with a static
library control or with the Qmax value. In this case, 2.82 fmol of
dual iminobiotin was selected from the dynamic library versus
0.235 fmol from the static library, a 12-fold increased enrich-
ment. The dynamic library enrichment was 4.3 times greater
than the Qmax value (0.625 fmol). This result demonstrates that
Y-EDCCL can increase the yield of potent binders in selection.
The higher selection rate of dual-iminobiotin vs. single-iminobiotin
constructs is noteworthy when the dynamic library is used, demon-
strating the system’s ability to convert weaker mono-valent binders
to stronger bidentate binders (Fig. 2c). For a static ESAC library,
although the mono-dentate binding is weaker than the bidentate
binding, the binders in the ‘‘wrong’’ pairing are in large excess
compared to the ‘‘correct’’ one. Y-EDCCL leads to a high signal-to-
noise ratio through (1) shifting the binders from the mono-dentate
to bidentate form, and (2) only the bidentate form will be ligated
and analysed.

In order to test the technology’s performance with larger library
sizes, libraries were generated using 1000- and 10 000-fold excesses
of Y-3-N and Y-5-N, resulting in dummy libraries of 1 million and

Fig. 1 Construction of Y-EDCCL. Strands A and B are assembled to form the
sub-library Y-5. Strands C and D make up the sub-library Y-3. Upon binding
to the target protein, phosphorylated strand D can be ligated to strand B.

Fig. 2 Model selections with streptavidin and bacterial cell wall model.
(a) Binding profiles of the four possible combinations from the 105-member
Y-EDCCL dummy library on the streptavidin beads. The inset shows enrich-
ment folds over the dual blank background. (b) Dual-iminobiotin enrichment
from the dynamic library and static library compared to the Qmax value. The
inset shows the bidentate to monodentate ratio in the dynamic library and
static library. (c) Ratios between the enrichment of two iminobiotin and Qmax

value of different dummy library sizes. (d) Binding profiles of the four possible
combinations from the 105-member Y-EDCCL dummy library on the D-Ala–D-
Ala peptide-modified solid support.
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100 million members, respectively. The amount of iminobiotin-
DNA in these libraries was 10 times reduced, with 1 equivalent
corresponding to 20 fmol. Remarkably, the enrichments of the dual
iminobiotin construct using 1 million and 100 million member
libraries were 14.5 and 26 times greater than their corresponding
Qmax values, respectively (Fig. 2c). Additionally, we prepared a small
library of 1000 compounds (1 equivalent corresponding to 2 pmol).
A low enrichment/Qmax ratio of 2.47 was obtained.

To demonstrate Y-EDCCL’s application across target classes,
a second model was employed (Fig. 2d). In this case, the target
was the D-Ala–D-Ala motif from the cell wall construction process
in Gram-positive bacteria, which is targeted by the antibiotic
vancomycin (Fig. S12b, ESI†).28 The vancomycin and D-Ala–D-Ala
interaction has been used as a model of multi-valent binding.29

Vancomycin was attached to both Y-5 and Y-3 constructs (Y-5-V
and Y-3-V), and then mixed with 320 equivalents of unmodified
constructs (Y-5-N and Y-3-N) to form a 103 041-member library.
Ac-Lys–D-Ala–D-Ala was coupled to NHS-functionalized beads via
the amino group at the e position of Lys. Dynamic selection was
carried out as before. The vancomycin pair was strongly enriched
(5.90 fmol), as compared to 0.032 fmol and 0.273 fmol for
the two forms with single vancomycin, and 0.223 fmol for
the dual-blank construct (Fig. 2d). This reflects 5.9 � 104-fold,
6.9 � 103-fold and 2.7 � 106-fold higher enrichment factor for
the bivalent form, compared to the two mono-valent forms and
the dual-blank construct, respectively. Moreover, the actual
amount of the dual-vancomycin construct found in the dynamic
selection was 9.4 times greater than the Qmax, which reflects the
maximal amount from a selection using a static library (Fig. 2d).
Interestingly, similar to the streptavidin–iminobiotin system
(Fig. 2a), the enrichment of the mono-valent binder is higher
when vancomycin is conjugated to Y-3. The highly enriched
bidentate forms can be efficiently ligated, demonstrating that
neither the chemical modifications nor the binding to targets on
the solid support affect the ligation step. Thus, the difference
between Y-5 and Y-3 indicates that the two modifications are not
fully symmetric in binding. DNA is not chemically inert and can
cause non-specific interactions, while its structure can also affect
the ligand orientation. Dumelin and co-workers have previously
shown that the linker structure between DNA and a small
molecule could provide valuable information for the design of a
small molecular binder.30 For DNA strands below the persistence
length, the local conformation could have remarkable effect on the
circularization efficacy.31,32 Although these are artifacts caused by
DNA, how to translate the information associated with a particular
DECL configuration to the design of small-molecule binders will be
of great interest for future research.

To test Y-EDCCL in a form of affinity maturation library
involving two different chemical moieties in bidentate binding,
we prepared Y-EDCCL with 285 members of the Y-3 sub-library
and CBS (4-carboxybenzene sulfonamide), a known binder
to carbonic anhydrase II (CA II),33 on Y-5 (Fig. S12c, ESI†).
The construction of the Y-3 sub-library and Y5 from the single-
stranded DECL library is described in ESI† 4.2. To optimize
the dynamic configuration, we compared the 6 + 5 and
6 + 7 configurations using the iminobiotin–streptavidin system.

The 6 + 7 configuration showed a higher enrichment factor than
the 6 + 5 configuration (Fig. S10, ESI†).

Therefore, we have chosen the 6 + 7 configuration for the
library design. The Y-3 sub-library (285 nM, 1 nM for each
member) and 1 nM CBS-Y-5 were mixed and the selection was
performed on CA II resin (Fig. 3a). It results in a competitive
condition among the Y-3 library members to form a stable
complex with CBS-Y-5 to bind to CA II, reducing the binding of
CBS-Y-5 in the ‘‘wrong’’ pairing. After ligation and PCR amplifica-
tion of the eluted product, the amplicon was subjected to next
generation sequencing and the result is shown in Fig. 3a. Five
compounds were selected and conjugated to a DNA strand, and
the binding affinity of CA II to CBS-DNA in combination with one
of the five ligands was tested on an interferometry biosensor
(Fig. 3b).34 The compound 99 presents a false positive, and the
other 4 compounds show improvement of binding to CA II, as
compared to the mono-valent binding of CA II to CBS-DNA. In
particular, the combination of CBS with compound 141 increased
the Kd value of CBS from 1.02 � 0.013 mM to 140 � 2.56 nM.

Fig. 3 Carbonic anhydrase II affinity maturation selection using CBS as a
known binder (Y-5) and a library of 285 compounds (Y-3). (a) Evaluation of
the selection against CA II by NGS. (b) Kd values of different fragments
paired with CBS to CA II by a interferometry biosensor. (c–e) CA II
inhibition assay using the CBS-linker derivatives (c), the CBS-linker-60
derivatives (d) and the CBS-linker-157 derivatives (e).
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To demonstrate that the fragments could be linked to
improve the inhibitory potency, compounds 60 and 157 were
conjugated to CBS using three different linkers (Fig. 3c–e). The
carbonic anhydrase inhibition assay35 (ESI† 7) showed that most
conjugates have higher inhibitory potency when compared with
CBS and, in particular, an improved inhibition of more than 10
folds was measured for the conjugates CBS-L2-157 and CBS-L3-
157 (Fig. 3e). Conjugating only the linker to CBS did not improve
the inhibition remarkably (Fig. 3c).

Our immune system continuously generates antigen receptors
with an almost infinite range of specificities by using the elegant
DNA recombination mechanism to assemble and join gene
segments irreversibly. As a fragment-based drug discovery
approach, the self-assembled DNA-encoded chemical library
technology aims to mimic this process to identify small-
molecular binders to protein targets. DNA duplexes are used to
display combinations of two chemical moieties, and the base
pairing can be adjusted to permit dynamic reshuffling until
stabilized by bidentate binding to the target protein. Here we
have presented a novel DNA-encoded chemical library architecture,
which aims to mimic the mechanisms of immunity to evolve
binders through recombination, dynamics and adaption. The
ligation step mimics the gene segment joining process and is
chemically equivalent to the equilibrium-freezing step in dynamic
combinatorial chemistry, which is often realized through photo-
crosslinking, changing pH36 or reductive amination.37 Recently,
photo-crosslinking has been successfully used in dynamic DECL.38

The dynamic nature and code-joining process showed significant
improvement in enrichment of potent bidentate binders compared
to static counterparts for libraries of multiple sizes and against
different targets. On the other hand, while normal DECLs often
show increased noise with the increasing library size,21 the dynamic
construct exhibits a stronger relative signal for bidentate binders
with the increasing size. Taken together, these data demonstrate
that Y-EDCCL is a powerful tool for dynamic, dual pharmacophore
DECL selection in fragment-based drug discovery. Future research
will focus on optimizing the dynamic architecture, as well as
carrying out selection experiments with more pharmacologically
relevant protein targets.
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